The fact that the mean lifetime of b flavored hadrons is long enough to be measured at presently accessible energies shows that the third quark generation is more weakly coupled to the first two generations than the latter are to each other. This is usually expressed quantitatively in terms of the smallness of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements Ucb and U&, which determine the transition rate for a b-quark to decay weakly to a c-or u-quark. A detailed description of the MAC detector can be found elsewhere.14' Only a brief discussion of the components important to this measurement is given here. Measurement systematic errors have been studied in five ways. First, impactparameters of the lepton tagged sample as well as a large control sample of untagged multihadrons were given signs without reference to-the thrust axis. The _. -1.
---resulting trimmedzmeans were consistent with zero. Second, using the same technique the r lifetime has been measured: 5,300 r decays accumulated after VC We gratefully acknowledge the help of the PEP and MAC operations groups.
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